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5 the format is somewhat awkward it is customary inin
parallel columns to place the king james version on the leleftft
and the inspired version on the right in this instance the
order isis reversed although this is only a martermatter of taste it is
at first a little disconcerting

it isis not intended that anything inin this review should lessen
the importance of the inspired version or discredit the goals
and desires of those who have prepared this valuable new
publication it is simply an observation that in some respects
the book falls short of being a comparison in totality of the
differences that were effected by the prophet joseph while on
the other hand in some instances the book tends to go beyond
what the prophet actually did future editions could benefit
from a more thorough explanation inin the foreword and also
a supplement of the missing passages

one further observation in mr edwards second install-
ment page 14 he raises some questions concerning the date
content and comprehensiveness of thediedle bernhisel copy of the
inspired version manuscript which is in possession of the
LDS church historian in salt lake city and states that we
do not know the facts concerning it the interested reader
will be pleased to know that the entire text of the bernhisel
manuscript accompanied by an extensive description including
dates isis on file inin the RLDS historian s library inin the audit-
orium in independence 1 this was not available at the time
mr edwards first prepared his paper inin 1967

thishis is contained inin A study of joseph smith s revision of the bible
unpublished phd dissertation BYU 1968 by robert J matthews

RAYMOND W TAYLOR AND SAMUEL W TAYLOR urani-
um fever or no talk under 1 million new york the
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the reviewerreviewer thomas G alexander isis associate professor
of history at brigham young university he is currently on
leave to assist inin editing the papers of ulysses S grant
under a fellowship from the national historical publications
commission

about a year and a half ago ray taylor and this reviewer
rode together on an excursion sponsored by the utah valley
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branch of the state historical society at that time ray said
that he and his brother sam were collaborating on a new book
on the uranium boom of the 1950 s it then seemed to the
reviewer that ray would probably do the usual work of the
amateur historian the book however changed those views
radically what might have been either a superficial account
or a slick popularized job turned out in fact to be a well
written memoir by a man who had himself been a victim of
uranium fever

ray got the infection from members of the famous short
creek band of polygamous fundamentalists who because of
recent raids by the arizona authorities and mutual distrust of
those living around them called upon ray taylor to stake
claims around theirs in order to prevent encroachmentsencroachments As a
grandson of john taylor and a son of john W taylor both
practicing convinced polygamists it seemed to him the thing
to do from this beginning ray staked nearly a thousand
claims on the colorado plateau especially in the houserockHouserock
valley of northern arizona into his company consumers
agency he and a number of relatives and frifriendsends including his
mother poured their savings in the hope of striking it rich
to top it all off sam a professional writer interested warner
brothers in a documentary on the uranium rush and ray was
selected to play the lead

the story has all the marks of the classic western the
adventures of ray taylor uranium paper millionaire include
violence sex hardship success generally others a brace of
frontier types and even a religious fanatic in the desolate
country of southern utah and northern arizona ray nearly
met death both from dehydration and bushwhacking two
nubile young daughters of one of the polygamists almost
backed him into the principle the only reason he came
out with anything at all was because of whatwhitwh it amounted to a
felony perpetrated upon the state of utah in some land trans-
actions near glen canyon in a nostalgic final section ray
and sam cover the ground they had previously crossed only to
find that apparently only the big companies and the polygapalyga
mists had realized much from the uranium frenzy

the book is weakest in those parts where ray and sam get
furthest from their experiences and into the interpretation of the
activities of the atomic energy commission and the large
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companies these chapters particularly the two entitled urani-
um age and the big boys take over are written largely
from a conspiratorial point of view and the selection of ma-
terial isis such as to put the AEC and the larger businesses
in the worst light this is perhaps only to be expectexpectedcd because
it was largely the decision of the AEC to curtail uranium pro-
duction which dealt the death blow to the taylors business
and those of their friends

As a first person account however the portions of the
book dealing with ray s experiences provide not only interest-
ing reading but an excellent source for future historians of the
uranium boom the book must be used with caution because
in order to protect themselves from possible libel suits and to
shield certain people especially the polygamists from unwant-
ed publicity the taylors often used fictitious names though
it is interesting the researcher will undoubtedly have to be
careful in his acceptance of the dialogue supplied it seems
unlikely that anyone s memory is good enough to remember
exact words a decade after the events the reviewer supposes
they were added for interest with these minor strictures how-
ever both the specialist and the generalist will find uranium
fever a delightful excursion into the world of high finance
and low comedy
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